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Title
Internationalism: By the way, which one of you is Korea?
Korea: We are all Korea.
Title
Title
Internationalism:
Korea,
from ‘Korea’.
Korea: We are all from ‘Korea’...
Internationalism: ...It seems like the game has succeeded.

Title
Title

Title

(Modified excerpts from the film ‘Taken’)
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Title
Korea: I don’t know who I am.
But I do know what I want.
Title I can tell you I have Samsung and LG.
Titleare looking for ransom,
If you
But what I do lack is a period of a hundred years and ongoing;
a period I have lost after a very long history.
A period that has given me nightmares because of people like you.
If you let me know how to find it now, that’ll be the end of it.
I will not look for you, I will not pursue you.
But if you don’t, I will look for you, I will find you, and I will kill you....

Title
Title

Title

(Modified excerpts from the film ‘Taken’)
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***Disclaimer: This is not an actual advertisement and
has been created solely for informational purposes of
which its intent is to help convey the ideas for this
research project in a satirical way.
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Title INTRODUCTION
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Title

1.1 Background of the Project

Title
Internationalization

Title

and Globalism are no longer
unfamiliar terms, and the impact of these movements have
forever changed and redefined everything from local
cuisine to the reshaping of nations. Never has there been
a time in history where the world has been entirely
bounded into a singular foreground for interaction as an
almost universally accessible entity. Before the 20th
century, it was comparatively consistent in how countries
interacted, and cultures from different countries would be
preserved and maintained to a certain extent without being
altered or articulated in a global scale. The
industrial revolution initiated the trigger for the need
to expand out of what was perceived to be a traditional
boundary, and furthermore linked to imperialism which made
its way across the western counterparts and eventually
into Japan.1

Title

Title

Modernism was born in the midst of the conflicts of global
warfare, and after the contentions were initially
resolved, modernism penetrated into all known aspects in
different circumstances and various forms.2 The resulted
outcomes have reshaped nations throughout all continents,
and the consequences are that boundary-specific culture
and national identity have been modified and merged into
an amalgam of unprecedented obliteration. Moreover, this
has caused the link between traditional vernacular and
contemporary vernacular to be lost, and the absence of
this link has created yet more space for unfiltered
globalism to influence cultures and national identities.3

1. Poole, Janet. “When the Future Disappears: The Modernist Imagination in Late
Colonial Korea.” Columbia University Press, NY: Viking, 2014. 178-190
2. Shaw, M. “Global Society and Global Responsibility: the Theoretical, Historical and Political Limits of
“International Society.” Millennium Vol.21 (3), 1992.
421-432.
3. Ibid. 425-429

Figure.1 (Background Image) - Le Corbusier’s Vision for
cities (Source: https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smartnews/how-controversial-european-architect-shaped-new-yo
rk-180965073/)
Figure.2,3 (Above) - Seoul in 1900 and in 2000
(Source: https://forum.bodybuilding.com/showthread.
php?t=172406183)
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Title

On the other hand, this has
TitleContrasting
Title
inversely enabled an

Title

1.2 Project Outline

unparalleled amount of
interchange between
different countries and
furthermore allowed human
migration on a global scale.
Typically, the penetration
of ‘unfiltered’ modernism
had been felt more in
underdeveloped and
developing countries, and
the complications in these
nations have helped
accelerate a large portion
of people to move to more
‘developed’ countries.4 This
was evident in Korea during
the 1970’s up to the late
1990’s, and after
changes in immigration
policies in New Zealand
occurred in 1987, the
number of Korean migrants to
New Zealand has increased
dramatically.5 Starting from
approximately 400
Koreans in New Zealand in
1986, that number increased
to 30,792 by 2006, albeit
while the population of all
other Asian ethnic groups
have continued to increase
afterwards, the population
of Koreans have slightly
decreased at a rate of 2%
since then.6

19

to the
majority of the Koreans
that live in Auckland, only
a mere 3.2 percent of the
Korean population - which
counts to just under 1,000
residents - lives in
Wellington.7 A community
centre for this small group
of people is situated on the
edges of the busy Te Aro
district in central
Wellington on 26 Barker
Street and is a two-storey
building built in 1910 that
is now labelled as an
earthquake-prone building.8
It has become inevitable
that some intervention has
to happen to this
problematic building, and
there are now talks about
the possible option of
creating a new hub for the
Korean community.

4. Shaw, M. “Global Society and Global
Responsibility: the Theoretical, Historical and Political Limits of
“International Society.” Millennium
Vol.21 (3), 1992.
421-432.
5. The Encyclopedia of New Zealand.
“Story: Koreans.” Last Accessed September 18, 2017. https://teara.govt.nz/en/
koreans/page-1
6. Ibid. 2.
7. Statistics New Zealand. “2013 Census QuickStats about culture and identity - data tables”. Last Modified
April 15, 2014. Last Accessed September 22, 2017. https://web.archive.
org/web/20140524102811/http://www.
stats.govt.nz/~/media/Statistics/Census/2013%20Census/profile-and-summary-reports/quickstats-culture-identity/
tables.xls
8. Wellington City Council. “List
of Earthquake Prone Buildings as at
07/12/2017.” EQP Building Project. Section 124, The Building Act 2004. 3.

Title

Figure.4 (Background Image) - Korean Town established in
Browns Bay in Auckland (Source: https://teara.govt.nz/en/
photograph/1154/korean-shops-auckland-2004)
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The purpose of this research project is
Title
to take advantage of this Title
situation and

Title

1.4 Research Question

1.3 Aims and Objectives

to take it far from just another built
form based on apparent financial
circumstances and palpable logistics of
efficiency. This project rather focuses
on bringing this opportunity into the
realm of architectural investigation to
demystify and extricate the complexity
of cultural identity in architecture,
which has been severely affected by
modernism and consequently submerged in
a dense mixture of vernacular and
extraneous entanglement.
This research process is an
augmentation of different aspects
focusing on extracting cultural aspects
and its values in the search of
cultural identity, and after a
thorough diagnosis of this examination,
the research will re-migrate back to
the essential question of how the
Korean community can express its
cultural identity through architecture
in New Zealand.

21

Title

This necessarily leads to
the more fundamental,
intrinsic questions - what
is the cultural identity
of Korea? What can be
extracted from Korean
culture that would enable
architecture to conceive
these findings into an
architectural context?
What would this mean to
New
Zealand context as
immigrants?
And ultimately,

How can the
Korean
community
express its
cultural
identity through
architecture in
New Zealand?
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1.5 Scope and Limitations

This project, first of all,
the divide between
TitleHowever,
Title
does not necessarily define
the two countries cannot be
‘Korea’ to its entirety and
is inevitably focused more
towards the cultural
identity of South Korea,
however without bias towards
North Korea. This is because
this project is not focusing
primarily on political
correctness or its
ideologies and
confrontations, but
observing the situation of
it as it is. It is hard to
fully integrate the
Korean context objectively
to an extent of
understanding it as an
entirety, and obtaining
disinterested information
from North Korea is
limited as evidently seen in
the situation projected by
North and South Korea.

removed and should not be
attempted to be removed, as
it is one of the most
important factors in
shaping modern Korea. In
order to understand this at
its best, research in this
matter has also been
undertaken through
examining existing studies
done by Korean architects
and scholars. The
pinnacle of this category
will be highlighted by
examining the 2014 Venice
Biennale, where Minsuk Cho
from Mass Studies won the
Golden Lion award through
his curation of the Korean
pavilion named ‘Crow’s Eye
View’.9 Through this
exhibition, he attempted to
understand Korea as an
entirety, and although
direct collaboration with
the relevant North Korean
parties was unavailable
despite pursuing
efforts from the South
Korean side, the material
that was brought together by
him through various
architects and scholars have
been more than successful.10

Title

Concurrently, the two years
that I spent in Korea as an
exchange student will help
in the understanding and
perceiving of this matter of
dealing with cultural
identity, and this
experience will certainly
bolster the depth of which
is to be dealt with in this
research. I have also been
more than fortunate to have
learnt the history of
Korean architecture from
professor Ryu Sung Ryong, as
he is one of the most
prominent academics in this
field in Korea, and has been
a key figure in the recovery
of Namdaemun, which has been
given the status of
“National Treasure No.1”.

Title

9. Frearson, Amy. “Golden Lion award
for Korean pavilion could help “trigger the reality” of a unified Korea.“
Dezeen. Jun 12, 2014. Last Accessed
October 2, 2017. https://www.dezeen.
com/2014/06/12/movie-minsuk-chogolden-lion-korean-pavilion-trigger-unified-korea/
10. Ibid.
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Figure.5 (Background Image) - North Korean soldiers
(Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Female_
soldiers_in_North_Korea_military_parade_(15452372509).
jpg)
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1.6 Methodology

Title

Existing Knowledge

Title

The methodology used for
this research project is
project is a process called
‘extraction’. Through this
process, the visualization
of underlying components
that are not necessarily
apparent can be made
possible. The research
itself is divided into two
parts and join together into
the design response with
different extractions.
The first part of the
research is based on the
existing knowledge, which
will be information
gathered by analyzing
theoretical studies and
literature as well as
precedents. The second part
will focus on extracting, or
visualizing data from
cultural aspects as well as
from the existing site. The
two sides will inevitably
bring out different results,
and this contrast of
elements will merge and
integrate to form a
characteristic design
outcome.

Figure.6 (Background Image) - Psy (Source: http://www.sbs.
com.au/popasia/blog/2017/08/04/psys-gangnam-style-no-longer-2nd-most-viewed-video-youtube.jpg)

Title

Title

Theory and Literature

Precedent Analysis

Architectural Fundamentals
The Membrane

Internal Articulation

Design Outcome

Architectural Expressions
Existing Site

Korean Culture

Local Culture

Architectural Expressions
Derived Context
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1.7 Results of the Research

This project, first of all,
the divide between
TitleHowever,
Title
does not necessarily define
the two countries cannot be
‘Korea’ to its entirety and
is inevitably focused more
towards the cultural identity of South Korea, however
without bias towards North
Korea. This is because this
project is not focusing primarily on political correctness or its ideologies and
confrontations, but observing the situation of it as
it is. It is hard to fully
integrate the Korean context
objectively to an extent of
understanding it as an entirety, and obtaining disinterested information from
North Korea is limited as
evidently seen in the situation projected by North and
South Korea.
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removed and should not be
attempted to be removed, as
it is one of the most important factors in shaping modern Korea. In order
to understand this at its
best, research in this matter has also been un-dertaken through examining existing studies done by Korean
architects and scholars.
The pinnacle of this category will be highlighted by
examining the 2014 Venice
Biennale, where Minsuk Cho
from Mass Studies won the
Golden Lion award through
his curation of the Korean
pavilion named ‘Crow’s Eye
View’. Through this exhibition, he attempted to understand Korea as an entirety,
and although direct collaboration with the relevant
North Korean parties was
unavailable despite pursuing
efforts from the South Korean side, the material that
was brought together by him
through various architects
and scholars have been more
than successful.

Title

Concurrently, the two years
that I spent in Korea as an
exchange student will help
in the understanding and
perceiving of this matter
of dealing with cultural
identity, and this experience will certainly bolster
the depth of which is to be
dealt with in this research.
I have also been more than
fortunate to have learnt the
history of Korean architecture from professor Ryu Sung
Ryong, as he is one of the
most prominent academics in
this field in Korea, and has
been a key figure in the recovery of Namdaemun, which
has been given the status of
“National Treasure No.1”.

Title

***Disclaimer: This is not an actual advertisement and
has been created solely for informational purposes of
which its intent is to help convey the ideas for28this
research project in a satirical way.
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Title

Title

“The last 100 years has been a period
whereof a great change occurred across
the world and a period in which the
IDENTITIES of countries were SACRIFICED
on the ALTAR OF MODERNITY.”11
Rem Koolhaas,
director of the Venice Biennale 2014: Fundamentals

11. Koolhaas, Rem. “Venice Biennale 2014: Fundamentals.” Last Accessed September 28,
2017. http://oma.eu/projects/venice-biennale-2014-fundamentals

Figure.7 (Background Image) - Rem Koolhaas (Source:
http://www.arch2o.com/10-lessons-to-learn-from-remkoolhaas/) p.29-30
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- Alter of Modernity: Namdaemun (Gate of Exalted Ceremonies)

Title

Title

“..............................................................
...............................................................
...............................................................
...............................................................
..........ALTAR OF MODERNITY.”12
Rem Koolhaas,
director of the Venice Biennale 2014: Fundamentals

12. Koolhaas, Rem. “Venice Biennale 2014: Fundamentals.” Last Accessed September 28,
2017. http://oma.eu/projects/venice-biennale-2014-fundamentals

Figure.8 (Background Image) - Namdaemun after the
fire (Source: https://www.koreanclass101.com/forum/
viewtopic.php?t=374) p.31-32
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Figure.8 (Background Image) - Namdaemun after the
fire (Source: https://www.koreanclass101.com/forum/
viewtopic.php?t=374) p.31-32
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Title
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THEORY AND LITERATURE

Title

Figure.9,10 (Background, Below Image) - Namdaemun’s
history (Source: http://www.korea.net/NewsFocus/Culture/view?articleId=145608) p.33-34

- Alter of Modernity: Namdaemun (Gate of Exalted Ceremonies)

Namdaemun, also known as the Gate
Title
Title
Exalted Ceremonies, was completed

Title

of
in

Title

1398 during the Chosun Dynasty and
has been one of the eight gates that
allowed access into
Hanyang Dosung, which was the capital’s fortress.13 This gate has been
a significant symbol of Korea, and
it has
experienced the major events that
occurred during the
period of modernisation.14
1. Namdaemun during the last days of the
Chosun Dynasty
showing its function as an
entry into the fortress with walls visible15
2. Namdaemun during the early Japanese colonial empire in 191016
3. Industrialization taking place during the
colonial reign and walls of the fortress
demolished for efficiency17

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

4. A bird’s-eye view of
Namdaemun after independence in the 194518
5. Namdaemun with banners
welcoming the U.S Navy during the Korean War
in 195019
6. Modern-day Namdaemun before the fire in
2008 showing its symbolic and contrasting
nature with the rapid urbanization in Seoul20
7. Namdaemun on fire in 2008
8. After the fire
9. Opening ceremony after its restoration
which also had
Namdaemun’s walls partially
recovered21

13. Visit Korea (16 June 2014). “Sungnyemun Gate
(Namdaemun Gate)”. Visit Korea. Accessed October 5,
2017. http://english.visitkorea.or.kr/enu/ATR/SI_
EN_3_1_1_1.jsp?cid=264257
14. Ibid.
15. Ibid.
16. Ibid.
17. Ibid.
18. Ibid.
19. Ibid.
20. Ibid.
21. Ibid.
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Le Corbusier grew up in the Swiss Jura, a French-speaking area close to the
Title within Switzerland, and at a time when the isTitle
Franco-German linguistic border

Title

2.1 The Birth of Modern Vernacular

Title

sue of Swiss
cultural identity was heating up.22 In the debate on this issue, two positions
emerged, one based on geography, in the 1890s, and the other, based on race,
after 1900.23
In the centre of this discussion was Le Corbusier’s
teacher Charles L’Eplattenier who was a Swiss painter and architect. L’Eplattenier had a didactic ambition to create a regionalist style based on the natural characteristics of the Jura mountains and supported the view that identity comes out of locality.24 On the other hand, however,
another figure who influenced Le Corbusier was William Ritter, who was a
French-speaking Swiss writer, art
critic, and painter who lived in Munich and would later become a senior friend
and mentor to Le Corbusier.
William Ritter emphasized the significance of roots and believed that identity cannot be constructed or willed, but comes from the history and place into
which the person is born. So it was natural for him to favour the argument
that race determines identity.25
Le Corbusier was influenced by both of these prominent figures who had a different view in what forms an
identity, and this juxtaposition enabled him to absorb two disparate views
without having to counteract one view to the other.26 On the other hand, however, another figure who influenced Le Corbusier was William Ritter, who was
a French-speaking Swiss writer, art critic, and painter who lived in Munich
and would later become a senior friend and mentor to Le Corbusier.27 William
Ritter emphasized the significance of roots and believed that identity cannot
be constructed or willed, but comes from the history and place into which the
person is born.28 So it was natural for him to favour the argument that race
determines identity. Le Corbusier was influenced by both of these prominent
figures who had a different view in what forms an
identity, and this juxtaposition enabled him to absorb two disparate views
without having to counteract one view to the other.29

22. Passanti, Francesco. “The Vernacular, Modernism, and Le Corbusier.” A Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, Vol. 56, No. 4. Dec, 1997, 444.
23. Ibid. 444
24. Ibid. 445
25. Ibid. 445
26. Ibid. 445
27. Ibid. 446
28. Ibid. 446-448
29. Ibid. 447-448

Figure.11 (Background) - Le Corbusier (Source: https://archiobjects.org/
the-big-contradiction-of-le-corbusier/)
p.35-36
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Le Corbusier’s redefinitions
Title
Title
of the vernacular model

Title

2.1 The Birth of Modern Vernacular

Title

While being influenced by these notable characters, Le
Corbusier soon started to develop his own perspective on
vernacularism and national identity by absorbing what he
observed from the already debated aspects. He also
instigated a new framework that would broaden up the
debate into a formidable structure. This framework was
something that surpassed the more recognizable aspects
such as race and geography and expanded the argument into
a more generically applicable set of parameters.
The first position that he recognized - which he also
identified as the more ‘recent’ vernacular - was that the
industrial modernity of the western counterparts was
inevitable.30 This was not to say that he necessarily
perceived this expansion of the western world as a
positive, but rather he states that it is not a
welcoming process, but a ‘tragically unavoidable reality’.31 He viewed the empowerment of the western modernity
was something that was unstoppable, and the awareness of
the impact of industrialization and mechanisation of labour that he had accelerated his framework for analysing
architecture as the ‘machine for living’.32
In contrast to this palpable nature of western industrial
modernity, his second position was based more on the
traditional perception of vernacularism. He termed this as
organic cultures, which meant that contrary to the
disruptive, intruding nature of the industrial model,
organic cultures would be forms that are received, not
chosen.33 This meant that the two components that arose
from Swiss Jura were both absorbed into this category as a
fragment of many other factors that added up to being
organic cultures.
Identifying these two main critical values as the
vernacular, Le Corbusier took another step forward by
propositioning the two clearly opposing aspects to
synthesize into an integrated model of vernacular. This
unprecedented hybridization was formulated to create what
is now known as the modern vernacular.34
30. Passanti, Francesco. “The Vernacular, Modernism, and Le Corbusier.” A Journal of the
Society of Architectural Historians, Vol. 56, No. 4. Dec, 1997. 447.
31. Umbach, Maiken and Huppauf Bernd-Rudiger. “Vernacular Modernism: Heimat,
Globalization, and the Build Environment.” Sanford University Press, CA.
(2005). 152.
32. Ibid. 152.
33. Passanti, Francesco. “The Vernacular, Modernism, and Le Corbusier.” A Journal of the
Society of Architectural Historians, Vol. 56, No. 4. Dec, 1997. 442-450.
34. Ibid. 445.
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Afterwards, Le Corbusier envisaged the
Titlemodernity
Title
inevitable western industrial

Title

2.1 The Birth of Modern Vernacular

to
take place rapidly throughout Europe, and the
outcome that resulted from this occurrence
would ultimately become the ‘urban
cosmopolitan reality of the industrial west.35
Contrary to the actual result of what modern
vernacular really became, Le Corbusier also
recognized and distinguished the nature of
organic cultures as a separate entity, which
he named as ‘ancestral vernacular’.36 And in
the fusion of the two components would be a
merge in balance, rather than one overtaking
the other. He pictured this blend as an
integrated hybridization of the two that
would bring out the conclusive model that
would be used to articulate architecture, in
which a conceptual model for a natural
relationship between society and its
artefacts would establish the definitive
vernacular model.37 Hence this vernacular
model envisioned by Le Corbusier would change
the paradigm in architecture, as it would
allow society to connect it as an external
reference, which would ultimately give birth
to the identity of a society.38

Title

35. Umbach, Maiken and Huppauf Bernd-Rudiger. “Vernacular
Modernism: Heimat, Globalization, and the Build Environment.”
Sanford University Press, CA. (2005). 141-156.
36. Ibid. 152.
37. Passanti, Francesco. “The Vernacular, Modernism, and Le
Corbusier.” A Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, Vol. 56, No. 4. Dec, 1997. 447.
38. Ibid. 448-450.
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Unfortunately, the balance
Title
of the two components thatTitle

Title

2.2 The Death of Vernacular

Title

make up the vernacular model
did not maintain its
equilibrium, and the urban
cosmopolitan reality of the
modernized west became the
constituent. Therefore the
modified vernacular model
developed into the dominant
negotiator, allowing
westernization to take place
rapidly at a global scale,
and henceforth dictating
what the identity of a
certain society would be.
The modified vernacular
model has greatly
influenced almost everything
it interacted with, and this
has also been the case of
Asia, and particularly more
in Korea as its unique
circumstances of going
through the Korean War
escalated the dependence
on the western allies from
then on.39 This situation can
somewhat be compared to
Germany prior to its
unification, but it is hard
to regard as equal as Korea
was far from a Westernized
country even during the
Japanese colonial reign.40
39. Choi, Won Joon. “Documenting Architectural Modernity of Korea.” Mockchon
Architecture Archive. Icam 17, Session
2: New Lessons. 1-7.
40. Ibid. 1-7.

Figure.12 (Background) - Le Corbusier’s Vision of
the city (Source: https://www.failedarchitecture.
com/le-corbusiers-visions-for-fascist-addis-ababa/) p.41-42
41
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2.2 The Death of Vernacular

Title

The ideology of this
model has become a global
medium to promote and impose Western
standards and has further developed
into imperial colonialism and
economic globalization.41 After the
apparent declination of
imperialistic interposition after
the Second World War, modernity has
shaped itself into media, customs,
economic standards, ethics and a
principality of what is right and
wrong. Liberalism has also had its
surge as part of this modernization
and has been malleable enough to
develop into neoliberalism, which
favours free-market capitalism in
its core while advocating and
supporting a profuse amount of
subjectivity within all fields of
perceptible knowledge.42

Title

While Le Corbusier was able to
process and examine the different
aspects of vernacularism to a great
extent - which enabled him to
develop a framework on which
identity can be assessed and
represented many non-Western
cultures adapted the influx without
a proper filtering system. This has
consequently had a significant
impact in cultivating the absence of
national identity in Korea during
the 20th century, as modernization
touched down on the peninsula at a
rapid pace with hardly any
resistance.43

41. Gopal A., Willis R., Gopal Y. “From the Colonial Enterprise to Enterprise Systems: Parallels between Colonization and Globalization.” (2003) In: Prasad A. (eds)
Postcolonial Theory and Organizational Analysis: A Critical Engagement. Palgrave Macmillan, New York. 233-234
42. Shaw, M. “Global Society and Global Responsibility:
the Theoretical, Historical and Political Limits of “International Society.” Millennium Vol.21 (3), 1992. 421432.
43. Hong, Sogu. “Korean Architecture and Dwelling Culture: Past and Present.” Seoul: Hankuk University of Foreign Studies. IRES 22nd International Conference. 2016.
5-7.

43

Figure.11 (Background) - Le Corbusier’s Vision of the city (Source: https://
www.failedarchitecture.com/le-corbusiers-visions-for-fascist-addis-ababa/)
p.41-42

Figure.13 - showing the eight largest cities in Korea
with almost identical urban typologies that
highlight the impact of modernisation, and the death
of vernacular in Korea. (Source: https://nz.pinterest.
com/pin/495677502707995299/)
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Although Le Corbusier’s intent of the
Titlewas to
Title
of the modern vernacular model

Title

2.2 The Death of Vernacular

framework
help it
connect with a diverse range of substances in
culture and humanity to create the identity of a
society, the shift of balance between vernacular
and modernity has led his framework to be used
in an altered way.44 This can be clearly seen in
the shaping of the urban cosmopolitan reality in
Korea, and in its contemporary culture. The
discontinuation from ancestral vernacular to
contemporary vernacular is visible and the
disconnection between the two periods is
evident.

Title

The sudden change in architecture is also
recognisable, as the transition between
traditional architecture and the modern-day
architecture is absent.
Therefore it is crucial to understand the inbetween period from the early 1900s to the
ongoing present time, as it will prove to be
decisive in revealing clues to what the identity
of Korea actually is, or should be.

44. Mand, Harpreet. “Asia: Identity, Architecture and Modernity.”
The Journal of architecture. Volume 18. Issue.1. (2013). 59-78.

Figure.14 - (Background) Typical apartments(Source: http://www.nationmultimedia.com/breakingnews/Korean-cities-gear-up-for-multicultural-festivals-30270941.html)
Figure.15 - (Top Right) Seoul in its original, vernacular layout (Source:
https://nz.pinterest.com/pin/342766221614046875/)
Figure.16 - (Right) Urbanized Seoul (Source: http://blog.realestate.cornell.edu/2017/01/26/seoul-korea-day-one/)
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2.3 The Korean Link
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Title

2.3 The Korean Link
The reason why
Title
the shaping of

Le Corbusier is so important in
Korea during the modernization
in the 20th century is that the current
urban context of Korea is what has been based
on his envisioning of modernism and urbanism
to a considerable extent.45 Furthermore, the
first generation of Korean architects in the
modern era was influenced by Le Corbusier.46
Kim Joong Up was one of the forerunners who
introduced Western urbanism into Korea, and
he worked in Le Corbusier’s office during the
1950s.47

Title

It was after the Korean War when this influx
started to thrive in Korea, and the imposition
of Westernisation spread throughout the
country which was also supported by the
government in order to revitalize Korea into
at least a liveable state. The acculturation
process was an unconcealed attempt which
totally embraced foreign ideas, and therefore
the development of urban landscape accelerated
right up to the present day.48

45. Arts Council Korea. “Crow’s Eye View: The Korean
Peninsula.” Korean Pavilion at the 14th International
Architecture Exhibition - la Biennale di Venezia. 2014. 1-5.
46. Web Archive Organization. “Kim Joong Up.” Last Accessed Oct
3, 2017. https://web.archive.org/web/20110610071945/http://100.
nate.com/dicsearch/pentry.html?s=K&i=262828&v=44
47. Ibid.
48. Choi, Won Joon. “Documenting Architectural Modernity of
Korea.” Mockchon Architecture Archive. Icam 17, Session 2: New
Lessons. 1-7.

Figure.17 - (Top) Seoul’s urban fabric highlighting the difference between vernacular layout and urbanized layout (Source: hhttps://www.seoulsolution.kr/en/content/urbanization-planning-seoul)
Figure.18 - (Above) Seoul in its original, vernacular layout (Source:
https://nz.pinterest.com/pin/342766221614046875/)
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In 2014, Rem Koolhaas, the Director of the 14th InternaTitleproposed the theme of “a reTitle
tional Architecture Exhibition

Title

2.3 The Korean Link

Title

turn to the fundamentals,” meaning that the exhibits should
be about architecture, rather than architects.49 To many who
believed that architecture had developed much over the last
100 years, the theme of “fundamentals” raised the questions
of what architecture actually is, and what development means
in the context of architecture.50 Rem Koolhaas also
purposefully generated an opportunity to ‘reflect back on
the architecture of different countries in 1914, and comparing these structures with what we see today.’51 He also said
that ‘Back in 1914, there was a great variety that largely
disappeared and replaced by the universal of the high-rise
city landscape; and indeed, this is what has
happened over the last century’.52
It was questions like these that led renowned Dutch architect and the Director of the 2014 Venice Biennale Rem Koolhaas to propose the subject of “Absorbing Modernity: 1914
– 2014,” since, as he saw it, “the last 100 years had been
a time where the mutual exchange between different regions
with different architectural characteristics became
possible. A period whereof a great change occurred across
the world, and a period in which the identities of countries
were sacrificed on the altar of modernity.”53
He also expressed his hope that “by examining the basic elements of architecture, regardless of the architect, the
place or the time, we would be able to gain new
perspectives and be able to discuss whether new architectural discoveries can be made.”54 This would ‘make it possible to restore the repertory of architecture, a medium
obviously exhausted, by examining and developing new perspectives on its basic elements’ and this was the primary
question that was of great interest to Rem Koolhaas.55

49. Koolhaas, Rem. “Venice Biennale 2014: Fundamentals.” Last Accessed September
28, 2017. http://oma.eu/projects/venice-biennale-2014-fundamentals
50. Ibid.
51. Ibid.
52. Ibid.
53. Carey, Park. “Crow’s Eye View: The Korean Peninsula.” Seoul: Journal of Contemporary Korean Studies Vol.2 (1). 2015. 1-2.
54. Pai, Hyungmin. “Curatorial Confessions of a Crow.” In Crow’s Eye View: The
Korean Peninsula, edited by Minsuk Cho and Hyungmin Pai, 16-18. Seoul: Archilife,
2014.
55. Arts Council Korea. “Crow’s Eye View: The Korean
Peninsula.” Korean Pavilion at the 14th International
Architecture Exhibition - la Biennale di Venezia. 2014. 1-5.

Figure.19 - (Background) Crow’s-Eye View Poster (Source: http://www.sulki-min.com/wp/crows-eye-view-website/)
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“A CULTURAL POSITION in architecture is
a necessity. This involves refusing readymade or facile solutions in favor of an
approach that is BOTH GLOBAL AND
SPECIFIC.”56
Jean Nouvel,
architect of the Arab World Institute

56. Nouvel, Jean. “Arab World Institute.” Accessed October 4, 2017. http://www.
jeannouvel.com/en/desktop/projet/paris-france-arab-world-institut1
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3.1 Arab World Institute
Jean Nouvel,
Title
architect of

Title

who is the
this building, has
addressed his view on cultural
identity in architecture very
clearly by saying that ‘a
cultural position in
architecture is a necessity.
The Arab World Institute is a
showcase for the Arab World in
Paris.’57 He also goes on to
explain his design approach to
this matter that ‘this involves
refusing ready-made or facile
solutions in favour of an
approach that is both global
and specific.’58

Title

Title

The Arab World Institute is as
the architect has addressed, a
showcase for the Arab World in
Paris, and this highlights the
building as an occidental
hybrid of East and West.59 The
building is therefore placed
in a challenge where it has to
visibly be a clear
composition that identifies
itself as Arab, while also
responding to the existing
context. And in a situation
like this, the juxtaposition
of these rather two contrasting
components have to coincide and
coexist while not being either
too generic or too out of
context.

57. Nouvel, Jean. “Arab World Institute.” Accessed October 4, 2017. http://
www.jeannouvel.com/en/desktop/projet/paris-france-arab-world-institut1
58. Ibid.
59. Ibid.

Figure.20 - (Above) Arab World Institute (Source: http://www.archdaily.
com/575721/kilospace-pitches-woven-tent-outside-of-jean-novel-s-arabworld-institute)
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In order to achieve this,
Title
the architect mainly uses Title

Title

3.1 Arab World Institute

two fundamental aspects of
architecture to articulate
the building’s desired
effect. The first one is the
more obvious element, which
is the façade. The façade
was elegantly interpreted
into a clear manifestation
that conveyed symbolic
elements of the Arab culture
that vividly, yet sensibly
reflected a collective
image of the
‘moucharabiehs’.60 Jean
Nouvel used the method of
extraction in order to
transform this vernacular
information into a formally
readable set of patterns and
sequences, which preserved
the traditional notion in a
contemporary setting.
Jean Nouvel regarded this
feature as the key to
representing the Arab
culture and has visualized
this into the façade to a
great extent.
Simultaneously, he has also
taken extreme care in the
materiality of this façade,
and the outer skin’s
membrane reflects the
Parisian cityscape that is
across the Seine onto its
surface creating an
aesthetic integration
between the two dissimilar
components.
60. Nouvel, Jean. “Arab World Institute.” Accessed October 4, 2017.
http://www.jeannouvel.com/en/desktop/
projet/paris-france-arab-world-institut1
61. Ibid.

Figure.21 - (Above) Arab World Institute (Source: http://
www.archdaily.com/575721/kilospace-pitches-woven-tent-outside-of-jean-novel-s-arab-world-institute)
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Title

Meanwhile, Jean Nouvel also
controlled the layout of the
building with consideration of
how it would be in its
context, as well as
articulating the notion that
the Institute is ‘a hinge
between two cultures and two
histories’.61 The
contrast created between an
intentionally created gap
between the south and north
side of the building was one
of those interventions. The
second method that was used
was by simultaneously
using façade and layout as
a means to distinguish, yet
blend in the two different
cultures. This was done by
using motorized diaphragms on
one side as a ‘contemporary
expression of eastern
culture’, whereas the north
side façade was used as a
‘literal mirror to reflect the
Western culture’.61
The use of the outer skin, as
well as the collocation used
with the layout, meant that
the architect was able to
achieve a clear,
distinguishable expression of
Arab culture while at the same
time maintaining an effortless
‘blurring’ with the existing
context. This building proved
that articulating the
fundamentals of
architecture - which are the
facade and layout in this case
- can be, and is
crucial in expressing
cultural identity in
architecture while
maintaining an integration
with its surrounding
context without sacrificing
any characteristics from both
sides.
60
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3.2 Shanghai Expo 2010: Korean Pavilion
Mass Studies led
Title
Korean architect

Title

by
Minsuk Cho was re-

Title

Title

sponsible for
designing the Korean
Pavilion in the
Shanghai Expo that took place in
2010.62 The concept of this pavilion
has in its core, the acknowledgement
and admittance that Korea has been,
as the architect states, ‘permeable
to
imported cultures and global influences, whose
progressive mix defines
contemporary Korean
society’.63
In this pavilion, the
architect coherently
expresses this rather
complicated notion of
Korean cultural identity through two
fundamentals. The firstly uses the
façade as the primary
characteristic, and the latter is
the articulation of circulation
within the building that acts as a
regulator and filter that intentionally projects and emphasizes different parts of information that is
conveyed to the visitors.64

62. Etherington, Rose. “Republic of Korea Pavilion at Shanghai Expo 2010 by Mass Studies”.
Accessed October 9, 2017. https://www.dezeen.
com/2010/05/21/republic-of-korea-pavilion-atshanghai-expo-2010-by-mass-studies/
63. Cho, Minsuk. “Shanghai World Expo - Korean Pavillio: Text.” Accessed October 4, 2017.
http://www.massstudies.com/projects/expo_txtEN.
html
64. Ibid.

Figure.22 - (Above) Korean Pavilion (Source: https://www.
designboom.com/architecture/korean-pavilion-at-shanghai-world-expo-2010/)
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First of all, the façade uses sign
Title
space and incorporates theTitle
Korean

Title

3.2 Shanghai Expo 2010: Korean Pavilion
as

Title

alphabet ‘Hangul’ as the driving
factor for generating the façade, as
well as the overall structure of the
building.65
The otherwise two-dimensional
alphabetical structure is transformed
into a three-dimensional assembly,
which interconnects with each other
to create an integration between the
façade and the structure of the
pavilion. As a result, the signage
becomes the space itself, and space
becomes a sign in its own right.66
These pixelated geometries also
incorporate extracts from
traditional colours from pattern
works and architecture, which
intensifies this façade as a unique
form of contextualization that
characterizes this pavilion in a
distinctive way.

65. Cho, Minsuk. “Shanghai World Expo - Korean Pavillio: Text.” Accessed October 4, 2017. http://
www.massstudies.com/projects/expo_txtEN.html
66. Ibid.

Figure.23 - (Above) Korean Pavilion, diagrams showing
sign as space (Source: https://www.designboom.com/architecture/korean-pavilion-at-shanghai-world-expo-2010/)
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Secondly, circulation has been used
Title
Title
express identity through extracting

Title

3.2 Shanghai Expo 2010: Korean Pavilion
to

Title

characteristics of the Korean cityscape
as a surface for the pavilion. This
projected map becomes a semi-exterior
landscape that expresses the
converging of mountains, water, and a
dense metropolitan area which is
exemplified in Seoul, the national
capital of Korea.67 As seen in the
diagrams, the four different functions
of the pavilion are divided within the
shared space through circulation, which
is an extraction from the actual
urban footprint of the Korean city.68
The program administrative and queue
line, leisure area, interactive media
space and event space are all dictated by how the circulation permits it to
be, and the movement of the visitors
are coordinated by this accordingly.69
The methodologies used in this pavilion
to use architectural fundamentals as
the main tool to articulate and express
identity, as well as the extensive
manipulation of extracted elements
linked up and is merged into a unified
space. The results of this is a
contemporary interpretation of
vernacular architecture and culture,
which succeeds in expressing the values
it wished to show, without being too
literal and overly symbolistic.
67. Cho, Minsuk. “Shanghai World Expo - Korean Pavillio: Text.” Accessed October 4, 2017. http://www.
massstudies.com/projects/expo_txtEN.html
68. Ibid.
69. Ibid.

Figure.24 - (Above) Korean Pavilion, diagrams showing sign as space
(Source: https://www.designboom.com/architecture/korean-pavilion-at-shanghai-world-expo-2010/)
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Eun Young Yi, who is a
Title
Title
Korean architect in Germany

Title

3.3 Stadtbibliothek Stuttgart

Title

won the competition in 1999
to design a new library in
Stuttgart.70
The library incorporates an
interesting mixture of
European history and an
indirect input of the
architect’s own background
and upbringing, resulting in
an interesting hybrid which
is contemporary and
modernist at the same time.71
The use of articulating the
façade is once again
evident in this building,
and the circulation and
layout of the interior
spaces challenge the typical
blueprint of libraries.

70. Archdaily. “Stuttgart City Library / Yi Architects” 23 Dec 2011.
ArchDaily. Accessed 1 October 2017.
https://www.archdaily.com/193568/stuttgart-city-library-yi-architects/ ISSN
0719-8884
71. Prizeman, Oriel. “Stuttgart City
Library by Yi Architects”. Last Modified February 29, 2012. Accessed
October 1, 2017. https://www.architectural-review.com/today/stuttgartcity-library-by-yi-architects/8627149.
article

Figure.25 - (Above) Stuttgart Library (Source:
http://www.librarybuildings.info/germany/stuttgarts-municipal-library)
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A sectional cut through the
Title
Title
building reveals the

Title

3.3 Stadtbibliothek Stuttgart

Title

intention of the architect,
where he uses the
Pantheon as a reference to
creating the space
within the building.72 The
layout of programmes are
centred around a
significantly large
atrium, and the elevated
library space also shows a
layout that indicates and
inverted Pantheon on top
of the lobby in the lower
floors that are more of a
direct reference to the
normal Pantheon.73
72. Prizeman, Oriel. “Stuttgart City
Library by Yi Architects”. Last Modified February 29, 2012. Accessed
October 1, 2017. https://www.architectural-review.com/today/stuttgartcity-library-by-yi-architects/8627149.
article
73. Ibid.

Figure.26 - (Above) Stuttgart Library (Source:
http://www.librarybuildings.info/germany/stuttgarts-municipal-library)
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The central atrium and the
Title
accessible outer skin alsoTitle

Title

3.3 Stadtbibliothek Stuttgart

Title

is a mixture of modernist
architectural manifestations
and other references that
include layouts of traditional Korean architecture,
mostly based on the ‘Hanok’.

Figure.27 - (Above) Stuttgart Library (Source:
http://www.librarybuildings.info/germany/stuttgarts-municipal-library)
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3.4 Derived Knowledge from findings
There are two factors
Title
also supported by the

Title

that played an important role in the precedents, which were
literature research. First was the method of articulation,
and the second was the medium of which it was articulated on. The methodology of
articulation is further split into two four main bodies which are façade (envelope,
outer-skin, and membrane), layout, circulation and structure. It was concluded that
the medium of this articulation can be a range of different things as long as it is
extracted in a convincing manner, and rather than what is being extracted, how it
is implemented in the existing context is of more significance.
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***Disclaimer: This is not an actual advertisement and
has been created solely for informational purposes of
which its intent is to help convey the ideas for this
research project in a satirical way.
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Every cell in our body, whether it’s a bacterial cell or a human cell, has a genome.
You can EXTRACT that genome - it’s kind of
like a linear tape - and you can read it by a
variety of methods. Similarly, like a string
of letters that you can READ, you can also
CHANGE it. You can WRITE, you can EDIT it,
and then you can PUT IT BACK in the cell. 74
George M. Church,
geneticist and founding member of the Wyss Institute for Biologically
Inspired Engineering at Harvard
74. Miller, Peter. “George Church: The Future Without Limit”. Last Modified June 2, 2014. Accessed October 3, 2017. https://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/innovators/2014/06/140602-geor
ge-church-innovation-biology-science-genetics-de-extinction/
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Contemporary Korean artists have
Title
been more successful than Title

Title
Title

Title

architects in expressing
vernacularism and identity in
a contemporary setting without
losing any distinctive
characteristics that
instantly allow people to
identify as unique and
distinguishable. It
apparently seems like artists
are more flexible when it comes
to expressing identity, or it is
that artists have somehow
managed to discover various ways
of conveying this into a
contemporary context without
having to make such blatant
sacrifices as did architecture.
This can, however, be to a
certain extent attributed to
the nature of architecture, that
despite the appreciation for
architecture as it penetrates
deeply into the daily life which
creates the irony of it being
almost unaware of. However,
Architecture really has been the
field that Korea has struggled
to progress on when it comes to
expressing cultural identity.

Figure.28 - (Backrgound) Suh Duh ho exhibition (http://www.
lehmannmaupin.com/artists/do-ho-suh)
Figure.29,30 - (Top right) Oh Seung Yul exhibition (https://
www.designboom.com/art/seung-yul-oh-suspends-hyper-realistic-resin-noodle-sculptures-01-02-2014/)
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Japanese architects
Title
that without having

Title

have succeeded internationally and have achieved
to sacrifice characteristics that are unique and
endemic. As Japan has had its own filtering system in all fields, architecture has also been the same and this has allowed contemporary Japanese architecture to develop into its own colours.75 So although
Japan also has a considerable amount of Westernisation into its culture,
even that permeability has been filtered and ‘redefined’ to fit Japan.76
The transition between traditional vernacular and contemporary vernacular is therefore not cut out but reimbursed in a sense that what was
temporary cut out after the Second World War, was promptly
reconnected and reunited with what was before.77 Moreover, the conflict
that arose in the transformation of becoming an imperialistic powerhouse
during the Meiji Restoration also softened and negotiated traditional
values, and rather them becoming nullified, the values were integrated
suitable for the new imperialistic reign.78 This enabled a direct connection between the old and new albeit it being filtered and modified, and
the extension of it has been continued to be equivalent in modern day
Japan. The ‘uniqueness’ of Japanese architecture and culture are wellfelt internationally, and with all subjectivity behind, Japan has become
an influential hub in the international stage with its own distinctive
traits.

Title
Title

Title

Meanwhile, in Korea, this has not been the case in architecture. The
function of a ‘filter’ has been absent and large construction companies
owned by conglomerates dominated the architectural scene in Korea with
the understanding of efficiency and economics.79 This along with government support backing objectives and targets to be achieved rapidly contributed to the rather standardized urban typology throughout Korea.80
The architect’s role in Korea has been insignificant during this unfiltered urbanization and despite the attempts of renown architects such as
Kim Swoo-Geun and Kim Joong-Up during this rapid modernization in the
20th century, the struggle.81 Recent major attempts have also proved to
be questionable and have been under severe criticism. The new Seoul City
Council building has been another good example of the lack of connection
between the past and the present. When it could have been a considerable
opportunity to address this long-sought challenge, it became yet another
generic building that ignored its context and relationship with both the
existing site and the culture surrounding it.82 Dongdaemun Design Plaza
by Zaha Hadid has also been controversial, where the design itself engulfed the components of the historic site, those of which were significant and influential for the site itself and for Seoul in general.83
75. Meike Schalk. “The Architecture of Metabolism. Inventing a Culture of Resilience.” Arts 2014, no. 3
(2014): 279-297.
76. Ibid. 280-281.
77. Ibid. 281.
78. Ibid. 292-293.
79. Hong, Seong Min. “Modernization and Economic Development in the Korean Economy.” Seoul: Journal of the
Korean-Turkish Academic Society. Vol. 4. The 3rd International Symposium on Middle East & Korea. 2002.
80. Hong, Sogu. “Korean Architecture and Dwelling Culture: Past and Present.” Seoul: Hankuk University of
Foreign Studies. IRES 22nd International Conference. 2016. 5-7.
81. Cho, Hyunjung. “Review: Architecture and Urbanism in Modern Korea by Inha Jung.” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians. Volume. 73 No.4, December (2014): 114.
82. Park, Jun Michael. “Deconstructing the Dongdaemun Design Plaza.” Korea Expose. Last Modified Marck
25, 2015. Last Accessed September 25, 2017. https://www.koreaexpose.com/deconstructing-dongdaemun-de-

sign-plaza/
83. Ibid.
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So how can cultural identity be
Title
expressed in architecture?Title
The

Title
Title

Title

process of extracting the
characteristics of cultural
aspects will stimulate an
in-between link that connects
the otherwise disengaged channel
between the traditional
vernacular and contemporary
vernacular that has been gapped
by modernisation.

Figure.31 - (Backrgound, Top right) Nam Jun Paik
(Source: https://www.we-heart.com/2015/10/12/namjune-paik-the-late-style-gagosian-hong-kong/)
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4.1 The Colour Grid - Extracting colour segments from components

Title
Based

Title

on these findings and
methadologies, the first part of
extracting cultural identity
focuses on forming the colour
grid, which brings out the
charcateristics of different
forms of vernacular components.

Figure.32 - (Backrgound) Kyunbokgung Extractions (Source: hhttp://hongsub.pbworks.com/w/
page/19115954/Day%206)
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4.1 The Colour Grid - Extracting colour segments from components
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Figure.33 - (Backrgound) Temple Lantern Extractions (Source: hhttp://hongsub.pbworks.com/w/
page/19115954/Day%206)
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4.1 The Colour Grid - Extracting colour segments from components
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Figure.34- (Backrgound) Shipjangseng Extractions (Source: https://www.nr.edu/jung/
anima.html)
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4.1 The Colour Grid - Extracting colour segments from components
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Figure.35 - (Backrgound) Hanbok Extractions (Source: https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hanbok)
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4.1 The Colour Grid - Extracting colour segments from components
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Figure.36 - (Backrgound) Samulnori Extractions (Source: http://
www.srcf.ucam.org/samulnori/samulnori%20overview%20.html)
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Figure.37 - (Backrgound) Cuisine Extractions (Source:
https://www.maangchi.com/tag/korean-table-setting)
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Figure.38 - (Backrgound) Bilboard Extractions
(Source: http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/nation/2012/07/113_114835.html)
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4.2 The Projectile - Extracting underlying segments and its formal interpretation

The second part of extractions
Titleis
Title
focus on the projectile. This

Title

Title

a process in which lines,
sequences, repititions and
patterns are derived out of
different segments that exi]st
underneath different forms of
cultural aspects. This
process of extraction will
create a formal language for the
design response in a three
dimensional manner.

Figure.39 - (Backrgound) KyunbokGung Extractions (Source:
http://www.theseoulguide.com/sights/palaces/gyeongbokgung-palace/)
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4.2 The Projectile - Extracting underlying segments and its formal interpretation
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Figure.40 - (Backrgound) Gamcheon Village Extractions (Source: https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gamcheon-dong)
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4.2 The Projectile - Extracting underlying segments and its formal interpretation
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Figure.41 - (Backrgound) Traditional Korean Dance Extractions
(Source: http://worldartswest.org/main/edf_performer.asp?i=139)
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Figure.42 - (Backrgound) Temple Interntal Structure Extractions (Source:
http://jikimi.cha.go.kr/english/search_plaza_new/ECulresult_Db_View.jsp?VdkVgwKey=11,00180000,37)
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Figure.43 - (Backrgound) Palace Interntal Structure Extractions
(Source: https://koreanguideblog.wordpress.com/2013/02/26/changdeokgung-palace/)
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4.3 The ‘New’ Vernacular - Integrated Extractions
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The architecturally interpreted projectiles that have been
extracted from the underlying segments are combined and ‘stacked’
to form an integrated language for expressing cultural aspects. This
natural stacking process that consists of vigorous layers that are
sequenced and repeated act as units that combine in various
compositions, which enable space to be articulated by extruding or
carving out layers.
This design language is instinctively a visible structure, as well
as being an effective method of creating different layouts,
circulation routes, and also an outer membrane.
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4.3 The ‘New’ Vernacular - Integrated Extractions

Title
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The layers that consist of the projectiles are then combined with
the extracted colour grids, which develops and transforms the form
into a dynamic and uniquely characteristic architectural language
that becomes distinctive. This form of language is not a
generic one, and yet it blends in both traditional vernacular
components with contemporary elements.
This outcome provides the starting basis for the design itself, and
the layering and composing of the components can be utilized to act
as a method of articulation for the new intervention.
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Title

Title
Title

***Disclaimer: This is not an actual advertisement and
has been created solely for informational purposes of
which its intent is to help convey the ideas for this
research project in a satirical way.
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Title Existing Context
5.0

Title

The existing site for the
Title
new design intervention isTitle

Title

5.1 The Site

Title

situated in the outskirts of
Te Aro in Wellington, where
the site is approximated
near the National War
Memorial.

Figure.44 - (Backrgound) National War Memorial Park
(Source: http://www.mch.govt.nz/pukeahu-national-war-memorial-park)
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Title Existing Context
5.0

Title

5.1 The Site
As it
Title
edges

Title

is located on the
of Te Aro, there is a
great potential of connecting the site in various ways
with the surroundings both
commercially and
aesthetically.

Title

Title

However, the site has a
problem in that it cannot
make the most of this due to
its limited accessibility.
Although the site is
neighbouring commercial
buildings such as the
Warehouse and Moore Wilsons,
but the current location
disables any connection from
these outlets.
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Figure.45 - (Backrgound) National War Memorial Park
(Source: http://www.mch.govt.nz/pukeahu-national-war-memorial-park)
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Title Existing Context
5.0

Title

The site is therefore
Title
relocated to the corner ofTitle

Title

5.1 The Site

Title

the block, and through this
it is possible to achieve
two things.
First of all, it solves the
issue of accessibility, as
it occupies the corner space
and therefore is exposed to
three sides of the road.
Secondly, the site is now
directly connected with the
National War Memorial
Museum.

Figure.46 - (Backrgound) N26 Barker Street
(Source: Google Maps)
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Title Existing Context
5.0

Title

5.1 The Site

Title

Title

Title

Title

Figure.47 - (Backrgound) Inside the Korean
community centre on 26 Barker Street
(Source: Samuel Jang)
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Title Existing Context
5.0

Title

5.1 The Site

Title

Title

Title

Title

Figure.48 - (Backrgound) Inside the Korean community
centre on 26 Barker Street
(Source: Samuel Jang)
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Title Existing Context
5.0

Title

5.1 The Site

Title

Title

Title

Title

Figure.49 - (Backrgound) Inside the Korean community
centre on 26 Barker Street
(Source: Samuel Jang)
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Title Existing Context
5.0

Title

5.2 The New Zealand Link
Elements from the
Title
culture will also

Title

local
be
extracted which will enable
those values to inform the
new design, and balance its
cultural characteristic with
local aspects. However, this
would be more of a
consideration than a major
contributor, as the building
itself is more focused on
expressing the Korean
cultural identity.
As seen in the rendering on
the right, an average Wellington cafe typology can be
extracted from collective
data from the layouts of
many different cafes scattered around Wellington.

Title

Title

The layers that consist of
the projectiles are then
combined with the extracted
colour grids, which
develops and transforms
the form into a dynamic and
uniquely characteristic
architectural language that
becomes distinctive. This
form of language is not
a generic one, and yet it
blends in both traditional
vernacular components with
contemporary elements.
This outcome provides the
starting basis for the
design itself, and the
layering and composing of
the components can be
utilized to act as a method
of articulation for the new
intervention.

Figure.50 - (Backrgound) Inside the Korean community
centre on 26 Barker Street
(Source: Samuel Jang)
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Title

Title

***Disclaimer: This is not an
actual advertisement and has been
created solely for informational
purposes of which its intent is to help
convey the ideas for this research
134
project in a satirical way.

Title
6.0
Title

Design Response
Title

A true architect is not an artist but an
optimistic realist. They take a diverse
number of stakeholders, and EXTRACT
needs, concerns, and dreams, then CREATE a BEAUTIFUL yet TANGIBLE SOLUTION that is loved by the users and the
COMMUNITY at large. We create vessels
in which life happens.84

Title
Title

Title

Cameron Sinclair,
architect and head of social innovation at Airbnb

84. R.Pandi-Perumal, Seithikurippu. “Project Stakeholder Management in the Clinical Research Environment: How to do it Right.” Psychiatry. May. (2015)
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6.0 Design Response

6.1 The Fundamentals

Title

Title

Title

Title

The first step of the design
is processed by deriving
architectural framework that
has been established and
extracted out of the
existing knowledge research.
This enables different
routes of circulation,
layout and plan iterations,
as well as a further
opportunity for facade
articulations.
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Title Design Response
6.0

Title

The programme requirements
Title
Title
for the new hub is

Title

6.2 Programme Requirements

Title

outlined in the diagrams on
the right.
This is however not a
final arrangement, and
further analysis will be
processed to thoroughly
understand and categorize
the required functions.
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Title Design Response
6.0

Title

The programmes then will be
Title
categorized into differentTitle

Title

6.2 Programme Requirements

Title

routes that intertwine
within the same building.
The separate functions and
needs of the individual
programmes will be connected
and unconnected depending on
their interactions and
isolations.
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Title Design Response
6.0

Title

6.2 Programme Requirements
Through
Title
necting

Title

this process of conand disconnecting,
all the programmes that are
required will be able to
coexist within the same
building. According to the
different circumstances of
the programmes, an
interesting arrangement of
dissimilar functions create
a hybrid amalgam of
integrated spaces.
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Title Design Response
6.0
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6.3 Application of Extractions

Title
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Title Design Response
6.0

Title

6.3 Application of Extractions

Title
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Title Design Response
6.0

Title

6.4 The Integration of the two sides
The two
Title
the two

Title

different forms from
studies will be
merged, to create an
integration with
fundatmentals and design
expression.
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Title
6.0

Design Response

Title

Figure.51 - (Left) ‘Double Skin facade’ inspired by
Nam June Paik’s ‘Ommah’ (Source: https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Nam_June_Paik)

6.5 Double-skin Facade
There will also be
Title
double-skin facade

Title

a
that
covers the new design with
translucent elements. The
design outcome of this will
be confirmed in the later
stages. It is likely to be
a series of vertical - or
horizontal - meshes or bars
that ‘create’ a feeling of
enclosure while allowing
exposure of light from the
outside to the inside, as
well as hints of the space
from the inside to the
outside.
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Title Design Outcome
7.0

Title

The design outcome is a
Title
result of a merge of threeTitle

Title

7.1 Design Outcome

Title

things: the fundamental
extractions, the
cultural extractions and the
outer-skin.
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Title Design Outcome
7.0

Title

7.1 Design Outcome

Title
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Title Conclusion
8.0

Title

This research project was Title
set out
Title
to penetrate through every layer

Title

Title

of this hybrid amalgamation which
has been overlapped with diverse
components. Extracting components
that are entangled within these
layers have proven to be essential
in this process, and the attempt
to unveil and reimagine cultural
identity and reassemble its
apparent hierarchy has been
visualized architecturally.
Having this in context, this
research project has derived
information and focused on the
Korean community in New Zealand
that attempted to express its
cultural identity through
architecture as an immigrant
community.
There is a potential for the
design to develop even further,
where the merge of the current
design creates a collision between
the two disparate elements. And
therefore the question of what the
identity of Korea is in a
multicultural context, and how the
formulated architecture will
interact - or counteract - with
the existing local culture, will
show its final form by addressing
this counteraction.
The final outcome is a
confrontation of the two
counterparts that seemingly push
out each other. Therefore, the
architectural language extracted
from the Korean culture will most
likely engulf the latter, but will
be more of an apparent
absorbtion rather than an
uncompromising takeover.
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